Admitting! Subject of Talk by Major P. J. O'Keefe.

Last Wednesday evening the Catholic Club held its third monthly meeting in the Colonnade. The students were addressed by Major P. J. O'Keefe, a member of Errol's Light Myths and the St. Michael's Publicity Association. He is President of the Louisiana State Board of the Arch-Diocese of Boston. He addressed the gathering on the subject of "Admitting!" Major O'Keefe told of his stint in advertising business and explained the instruments which it held for him. He explained that a thing that is somewhat intangible to the layman is nothing more than alemship on paper. He placed two enormous envelopes beside in advertising business and explained the instruments which it held for him. He explained that a thing that is somewhat intangible to the layman is nothing more than alemship on paper. He placed two enormous envelopes beside